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CAUSE DESCRIPTION AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

l i l o l | The events were caused by inadequate freeze protection and extremely I
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ATTACHMENT TO LICENSEE EVENT REPORT NO. 82-001/03L-0

Wisconsin Electric Power Company
Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Unit 1

Docket No. 50-266

The "A" steam generator. pressure transmitters had
| recently been replaced to comply with new environmental qualifi-

cations. Seismic considerations necessitated mounting the new
transmitters at a location approximately 20 feet.from the original
installation. This report addresses three separate but related
events involving freezing of these new steam generator pressure
sensing lines. The root cause was determined to be the design
of the freeze protection system installed on the new tubing.
Similar events have been reported as Licensee Event Report
Nos. 76-13, 77-13, and 81-20. It should be noted that the final
corrective action for the last occurrence en 12/19/81, which was

sdescribed in LER 81-20, had not been completed and that all '

temporary heat lamps and dual heat tapes were energized for each
of the three sensing lines. In each case, the reportability of
the event is due to the reduction of redundancy below the minimum
allowed by the Technical Specification. The minimum number of
channels (two) were operable whenever the unit was operating.

The first event occurred at 0945 hours on 01/07/82.
The sensing line for 1PT-482 froze with an outside temperature
of 6*F. The instrument channel was tripped to restore redundancy
and returned to service after the line thawed at 1115 hours.
This was the same sensing line that had frozen on 11/19/81 when
outside air temperature was 16'F. It was theorized that the
cause of the freezing was heat loss by conduction from the
tubing supports to the building framework. Later that day, heat
lamps were placed at every support for the three sensing lines
to reduce heat losses at these points.

At 0555 hours on 01/10/82 with outside temperature of
-23'F and wind at 23 mph, the sensing lines for 1PT-469 froze.
Since by this time 1PT-482 had a-history of freezing, it was
feared that it may be a very short time before the second instrument
line would freeze and the unit could experience the initiation
of safety injection and shutdown. In order to keep the other
two functional sensing lines from freezing, it was decided to
establish continuous slow drips of the lines to maintain the
sensing lines free of blockage. Because of the possibility of
spiking pressure below the safety-function setpoint when cracking
open the drain valve, the trips had to be removed from the
frozen channel 469. To accomplish this, a temporary steam
pressure jumper was installed from the radwaste steam supply to
the channel 469 transmitter. This jumper was installed after
consultation with and approval of the Duty Shift Supervisor and
Duty & Call Superintendent. Upon subsequent review by the
Manager's Supervisory Staff, channel 469 was considered to be
technically inoperable during this short period (2 hours).
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Trip signals on channel 469 were removed and blowdown was esta-
blished on the drains of transmitters 482 and 468. The jumper
from radwaste steam was then removed and another steam pressure
jumper installed between the instrument lines for transmitters
482 and 469. All instruments were then returned to service.
During all changes, appropriate channels were put into trip
condition to maintain redundancy requirements. At all times
operator attention to the operating conditions was acute. Mean-
while, all attempts to thaw the line to transmitter 469 were
unsuccessful. The outside air temperature increased throughout the
day and at 0027 hours the following morning, at a temperature
of -4*F, the instrument line thawed. The instrument lineups
were returned to normal and blowdown established on all trans-
mitter drains.

At 2100 hours on the same day, 01/10/82, with the
outside temperature back down to -10*F, indications showed that
1PT-482 had frozen again. While calls were being made for
approval to take corrective action, 1PT-469 froze causing
safety injection initiation and a unit trip. Recovery progressed
with no abnormalities. Instrument lines were thawed within
three hours and the unit was back on line before noon the next
day.

This last instance of freezing was determined to have
been caused by a combination of the continuously dripping trans-
mitter drains causing one thermostat to heat up and turn off and
a failure of one of the original heat tracing thermostats. This
resulted in the sensing lines again freezing.

Corrective action involved shutting off the drains
and, in addition to placing numerous heat lamps, constructing an
insulated wall to create an enclosed heated volume to provide
more protection for these pressure sensing lines until a final
corrective modification design is accepted and installed.

The Resident Inspector was notified of all events.
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